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Fig. 13. Same as in Fig. 12 from  Table 11. 

resistance of the  n+-p--n+  diode is a very sensitive function  of 
the p”-region  doping level and even a small compensation can 
increase the resistance  dramatically. 
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A Conduction  Model  for  Semiconductor-Grain- 
Boundary-Semiconductor  Barriers in 

Polycrystalline-Silicon  Films 

Abshracact-A quantitative  trapping  model is introduced  to  describe  the 
electrical  properties of a  semiconductor-grain-boundary-semiconductor 
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(SGBS) barrier in polysilicon  films over a  wide  temperature range. The 
grain-boundary  scattering  effects on carrier  transport  are  studied  ana- 
lytically by examining the behavior of the height  and  width of a  rect- 
angular  grain-boundary  potential barrier. The  model  also verifies the 
applicability of a  single-crystal  band diagram for  the  crystallite  within 
which an  impurity level exists.  Carrier  transport  includes not  only 
thermionic  field  emission  through  the  space-charge  potential  barrier 
resulting  from  trapping  effects  and  through  the  grain-boundary  scatter- 
ing  potential  barrier  but also thermionic emission over these barriers. 
Thermionic emission dominates  at high temperatures;  however,  at low 
temperatures,  thermionic field emission becomes  more  important  and 
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the  grain-boundary  scattering  effects are an essential  factor. By c h ~ a c -  
terizing the  experimental data of  the I - V  characteristics, resisitivity, 
mobility,  and carrier concentration,  this  model  enhances  the wder-  
standing of  the current transport in polysilicon  films  with  grair~~ sizes 
from 100 A to 1 pm,  doping  levels  from 1 X 1OI6 to 8 X 1019 C I I I ~ ,  

and  measurement  temperatures  from -176 to  144°C.  The  limitalions 
of the  model are also  discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I NCREASING INTEREST in applications of polycrystalline 
silicon (polysilicon)  films as photovoltaic  and integra zed- 

circuit devices [ 11 , [ 2 ]  has stimulated  a  more detailed  charac- 
terization and understanding  of this material.  There is a g.eat 
need for a quantitative model to describe the electrical pro 3er- 
ties of polysilicon films with different grain sizes and do'fling 
concentrations,  under various applied biases, and over a vide 
temperature range. In  this paper, a conduction model is intro- 
duced to explain the  experimental  data  obtained  from poly- 
silicon films  with grain sizes of 100 ,& to 1 pm, doping com  en- 
trations  from 1 X 10l6 to 8 X 10" ~ m - ~ ,  under  certain llias 
conditions (applied voltage across each grain Vg 5 2kT/q)  ,md 
over a wide temperature range (from -176 to 144°C). '['he 
scattering effects  of grain-boundary  material on carrier  trans- 
port are also investigated theoretically  and  experimentally. 

Polysilicon is composed of silicon crystallites  with a glain 
boundary in between  two crystallites.  Defects  caused  by in- 
complete  atomic  bonding  and  disorderedmaterial in the botand- 
ary  result  in trapping  states  that reduce the  number  of  carr ers 
and  create space-charge regions in the crystallites and  a  poten- 
tial barrier that impedes  carrier motion [3]. Impurity  atcms 
may also become  inactive at  the  boundary, however, lhis 
segregation can be greatly  reduced  by the  appropriate procc:ss- 
ing conditions  and  dopant species [4],  [ 5 ] .  To ensure device 
reproducibility  and to focus  on carrier transport,  boron was 
chosen  in  this work as the  dopant species, and suitable procoss- 
ing conditions were used to minimize dopant segregation [4], 
[SI . .Earlier  trapping  models are reviewed in  this  section, 2nd 
their inadequacies are discussed, 

Kamins [6] considered  carrier trapping  to explain the  mol& 
ity behavior in  polysilicon. Seto [ 3 ]  developed the first q u , m  
titative derivations to  demonstrate  the validity of the  trapp 11g 
model. These  derivations, however,  cannot be  applied when 
the grain is larger than 600 ,& and under bipolar  bias, becarise 
a single and not symmetrical Schottky barrier was used. BIC- 
carani et al. [7] varied  these  derivations to  include the potai- 
bility that  traps may be only partly filled when grains :re 
partially depleted.  Both Tarng [ 8 ]  and Korsh and Muller [ 31 
proposed  a Symmetrical semiconductor-to-semiconducl or 
junction  to explain the Z-V characteristics  in either oxyge n- 
rich or lightly doped polysilicon  films, respectively. 

We have modified the above work  and  demonstrated experi- 
mentally  the validity of the  trapping  theory  for  polysilicm 
films  with grain sizes up to  approximately  1  pm,  under various 
applied biases for wide doping levels and above room temp(2.a- 
ture  [4]. A numerical factor f < 1 used to modify  the  effcz- 
tive  Richardson constant so as to match  the  experimental  da.a, 
however, still lacks satisfactory physical grounds  for  quanti' a- 
tive characterization [4], [7], [ l o ] .  Because we calculat :d 
barrier resistivity by taking into  account  only  those carrlitrs 
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Fig. 1. Measured resistivities  normalized  at 144°C versus l / kT .  Theo- 
retical results  obtained by  the earlier models  141, 112.1 are also  plotted. 

with an energy higher than  the barrier  (thermionic-emission 
process) but neglecting carriers  capable of tunneling through 
the barrier (thermionic field emission),  this  model cannot be 
applied to films operating  at lower temperatures. Tarng [8] 
offered a semiquantitative explanation  for this  numerical 
factor f, based on his low-temperature  data. Martinez and 
Piqueras [ 111 theoretically investigated the influence of 
thermionic field emission, however, the  formula  they used 
to calculate the tunneling probability showed no difference 
from  the  formula  for metal-semiconductor Schottky barriers. 

We developed a model based on  both  thermionic and therm- 
ionic field emission for  a symmetrical semiconductor-to- 
semiconductor  junction [ 121 and demonstrated  that  therm- 
ionic field emission is significant at  room  temperature  and 
dominant at  low temperatures. By including both  compo- 
nents,  the calculated resistivities improve  at  reduced tempera- 
ture, however, they are much higher than  experimental results 
at low  temperatures, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. To fit  the 
experimental  data over a wide temperature range, it was neces- 
sary to include an  additional numerical factor n 2 1 in the 
potential barrier  height terms, which  means that effective 
barrier  height based on  the I-I/ characteristics is smaller than 
the calculated values [ 8 ] ,  [ l o ] .  It is possible that an addi- 
tional current  component exists even after including thermionic 
field emission; it is also possible that f is much enhanced  at 
low temperatures. Because there is no  concrete physical basis 
for these f and n factors,  there is no systematic approach  to 
characterize them. 

In films with a grain size smaller than 500 ,& above  room 
temperature,  the thermionic-field-emission component is 
greater than  the  thermionic-emission  component, however, it 
was neglected in most of the earlier models [3],  [4 ] ,  [ 6 ] ,  
[ 101 , [ 131 . For example,  in films with  a grain size of 200 a 
[3 ] ,  the  ratio of thermionic-field-emission component  to 
thermionic-emission  component is 1.32 at 25°C and at a 
doping  concentration  of  1.58 X 10l8 ~ m - ~ .  Calculations 
incluaing  both  components, however, cannot yield better 
agreement  with experimental data above room  temperature 
than  do calculations based on  thermionic  emissiononly (Fig. 1); 
thermionic emission should  be the  dominant  transport process 
under  the above conditions. This paradox plus the behavior of 
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Fig. 2 .  Potential-energy  diagram of a polysilicon  grain  with p-type 

dopants.  (a) Zero bias. (b)  Under bias,  showing different  compo- 
nents of carrier transport across the  barriers. 

resistivity  at low  temperature imply that  thermionic field emis- 
sion  should  be smaller than  predicted by theory [ 121 above 
room temperature  although  it should not be  neglected as it  has 
been  in the  literature [3] ,   [4 ] ,   [6 ] ,  [ 131 as an  assumption, 
and  that  the  total  current  must be greater at low temperature. 

Another  inadequacy in the existing models is that  the effect 
of  the  grain-boundary material on carrier transport has not 
been quantitatively  accounted  for in  polysilicon  films and, 
because it does exist,  it  should be included [ 131-[15]  and 
characterized.  In polycrystalline metal films, for  example,  the 
grain-boundary material was addressed as a scattering center 
and revealed its  importance [ 141. 

In this paper,  the  limitations  of  the above models  are solved 
by a  conduction  model wherein a rectangular potential barrier 
represents the  grain-boundary scattering effect [ 131 -[ 151 
between  two space-charge potential barriers  resulting from  the 
grain-boundary  trapping [3] ,  [4], [6]  -[IO] ; it also calculates 
thermionic-field-emission and  thermionic-emission  transport 
across  these  barriers (Fig. 2). By using the WKB transmission 
approximation and the Maxwell-Boltzmann  statistics, an ana- 
lytical J-V expression is derived in normalized  closed form 
over a wide temperature range where the thermionic-field- 
emission components  dominate  at low temperature  and  the 
thermionic-emission  component becomes  significant  at high 
temperature. In addition,  the f and y2 factors are  replaced by 
physical parameters-the  scattering  barrier  height x and  its 
width 6 [ 151 . In  this  model,  the  thermionic-field-emission 
current is drastically reduced above room  temperature because 
of a finite grain-boundary  width; below room  temperature, 
total  current becomes  greater than  expected because of a 
lower x and 6 as the result of less scattering strength. Replac- 
ing f and n with these parameters generates a  more  systematic 
and wider background  for  the  study of the  grain-boundary 
scattering  effects.  Detailed theoretical derivations  and  analyses, 

evaluation of assumptions,  and  limitations of this  conduction 
model are described,  and additional  experimental  data (such 
as average carrier concentration  and  mobility at  low tempera- 
tures) [ 151 are obtained to support  this  theory. 

11. THEORY 
The new conduction  model is simplified by  the following 

assumptions and approximations;  their validity and  limitations 
will be demonstrated in Section V. 

1) Polysilicon is composed of identical  cubic grains with a 
grain size L [3] -[ 131. 

2)  The grain boundary  contains QT (cm-2)  traps  that are 
initially neutral and become charged at a  certainmonoenergetic 
level ET (referred to Ev,,) or eT (referred to  the valence-band 
edge at the  boundary)  after  trapping  the carriers [3] ,   [4] ,   [7]  ; 
Evo is the valence-band edge at the  center of the grain and is 
chosen to be a zero  electronic energy-negative for upward and 
positive for  downward directions. 

3)  The single-crystal  energy band is applicable inside the 
crystallites.  Doped impurity  atoms  enter  the crystallite lattice 
substitutionally  and are assumed to be uniformly  distributed 
throughout  the film after  subsequent  thermal  treatment.  The 
possibility of  dopant segregation to  the grain boundary was 
minimized  by the  proper processing conditions [4].  An im- 
purity level is formed inside the crystallite  and impurity  atoms 
are ionized to create  majority carriers [4]. 

4)  The  abrupt  depletion  approximation is used for  the space- 
charge potential-barrier  calculation  [3] , [4] , [7] , [ 101 . 

5) An image-charge force, which  lowers the barrier  height in 
metal-vacuum  and  metal-semiconductor junctions [ 161, is 
neglected  in the semiconductor-grain-boundary-semiconductor 
(SGBS) junction.  It is expected  to gradually  decrease  in the 
sequence of metal-vacuum/metal-semiconductor/metal-insula- 
tor-semiconductor/SGBS  junctions because of the similarities 
in  the  interfaced materials and  symmetry. Even in  metal- 
semiconductor barriers, the image force  barrier-lowering effect 
can be neglected  because its  magnitude is not of first order 

6)  One-dimensional  majority-carrier  transport is assumed, 
and  any  contribution  from  the  injection of minority carriers is 
neglected as is the nonvertical  incidence of carriers to the grain 
boundary.  The equivalent carrier effective mass of single-crystal 
silicon is used in the barriers. 

7) The scattering  effect of  the grain boundary  on carrier 
transport is approximated by  employing a rectangular  barrier 
with a width 6 and height x above the space-charge potential 
(Fig. 2 ) .  The effects of image forces on  this interfacial poten- 
tial barrier [ 191, [20] should not be  overemphasized because 
it was verified [ 191 that  the interface-layer  transmission  coef- 
ficient is approximately given by the nominal values of 6 and x 
for films  with the ratio of interface-layer permittivity  to  that 
in  free space = 4 and 6 > 10 [ 181.  In  addition,  a rectangular 
barrier is highly idealized and serves only as a guide to examine 
the grain-boundary  scattering effects [ 141 , [ 181 . The 6 value 
represents the effective  thickness of the electrical  scattering 
range between  two grains in the transitional region and has a 
certain  correlation with the metallurgical grain-boundary 
thickness. 

~ 1 7 1 ,   ~ 1 8 1 .  
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8) The  time-independent WKB approximation  1211, [22 1 
is used to  calculate  the transmission  coefficient  through  tlle 
space-charge  and  grain-boundary  potential  barriers.  Its  app I- 

cability  has  been  comprehensively  studied [23],  [24]  and will 
be  discussed in  Section V. 

9) The  transmission  coefficient is assumed to  beunperturbcd 
and  constant  under small applied bias. 

10) The  Maxwell-Boltzmann  statistics  (instead of the  Fermj- 
Dirac function)  are used to  calculate the  distribution  of majcsr- 
ity carriers  in  energy. 

11)  The  applied  voltage V, over  all Ng grains between  tvlo 
resistor contacts is assumed to be  equally  dropped  across ,311 
grains. Each grain  voltage falls in series across the  grain-bound- 
ary  material,  space-charge  potential  barrier,  and  crystallite 
bulk if the grain  is not  totally  depleted. 

Fig. 2 is the  potential-energy diagram of a polysilicon grz:.n 
with  p-type  dopants.  The  traps  in  the grain boundary chargz:d 
by  trapping  mobile  carriers,  deplete  the  regions in the  crystrl- 
lites,  thereby,  forming  potential barriers on  both sides of  the 
grain boundary [ 3 ] ,  [4].  By using the  abrupt  depletion 2 p- 
proximation  and neglecting image force,  the  space-chs~rge 
potential is parabolic and is defined as 

where VB is the barrier  height  of the  space-charge  potential 
and W is the  depletion  width  that relates to V, [4] as 

where E is the single-crystal  permittivity  and N is the  dop.ng 
concentration.  The grain boundary is an  effective  scatter !lg 
center  for  carrier  transport [14] and  produces  a  resistivity  in 
series with resistivities resulting  from the  space-charge  pot:n- 
tial  barrier  and the  bulk  crystallite [4].  This  scattering  pot :n- 
tial is represented  by  a rectangular  potential  barrier  with wiclth 
6 and  height x above V B ,  that is 

H 

4 
V(x)= VB +x=-, o <  IxI<6s/2 ( 3 )  

where H is the energy  from Ev0 to  the  top  of  the rectangL.iar 
potential  (Fig. 2). 

Based on  the  one-dimensional  time-independent Wentzel- 
Kramer-Brillouin (WKB) approximation,  the transmission 
probability  of  a  carrier  with  energy IEl< H through  the 
potential  barrier V(x) [21],  [22] is 

Here, a is the classical turning  point of carriers  with energ:' E ,  
h is Planck's constant,  and m*  is the equivalent  carrier  efrec- 
tive mass. By substituting (1) and (3) into (4), r ( E )  takes the 
following  form  in two  carrier-energy regimes.  When (E I < 2~ 

and,  when EB < \E I < H 

where 

It  should  be  noted  that  a  constant  of thematerialEoo is  smaller 
by a factor  of  2  compared  to  the value obtained  for  thermionic 
field  emission in metal-semiconductor  Schottky  barriers [ 11 1 ,  
[26] . For carriers  with [El 2 H ,  the transmission  probability 
[21],  [22] is 

r3(a) = 1 .  (5 c) 

The  net  current  density  resulting  from  a small applied voltage 
(Fig.  2(b)) [ I  11 ,  [12],  [ 2 6 ]  is 

where k is Boltzmann's constant,  the effective  Richardson 
constant A* = 4nqm*k2/h3, and f L  (E) and fR ( E )  are  the 
probability  distribution  functions  for  the  occupancy  of E by 
carriers to  the  left  and right of the  potential  barrier, respec- 
tively.  The grain  voltage Vg is dropped on both  the barriers 
and  crystallite  bulk.  The voltages across the space-charge 
region V,, and across the  grain-boundary  layer VGB are as- 
sumed to be  equally divided on each  side of the  junction 
[4] ,  [ 7 ]  -[ 111, which is reasonable  for small bias but requires 
modifications  at large  bias that  disturbs  the  symmetry  of  the 
barriers. At the small bias,  quasi-equilibrium is assumed, 
which  results  in 

1 
f L  ( E )  = 1 + exp { [E - EFO - (qVba/2) - ( ~ V G B / ~ ) ]  / k T }  

exp [-E + EFO + (qVba/2) + (4 VGB/2)1 / k T }  

( 7 4  

1 
( E )  = 1 + exp { [ E  - E F ~  + (4 Vb,/2) + (4VGB/2)] I kT)  

=exp ( [ - E + E F O  - (4V,,/2)-  (4VGB/2)1/kT} 

(7b) 

where EFO is the  Fermi level at zero  bias,  and the  approxima- 
tions  are based on  the  assumption of the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution  of  the  majority carriers.  Substituting (7) into ( 6 ) ,  
separating som into J t B  + I& + s i ,  and using (5) in  the  three 
separate  integrals  yields 
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J :I - 2A*T exp (&) sinh [,(',a 
k kT 2 kT 

x [ p  exp ( -E/kT)  r l  ( E )  dt:' 

exp ( -E/kT)  r2  ( E )  dE + kw exp ( -E/kT)  dE] . 

(8) 
By changing the integral variable from E to a ,  this expression 
becomes 

J = 2A*T:' exp (3) sinh ~ - -  4 ( Vba ' V G B )  

2 kT 

X [$ I' exp (- %) ~ ~ ( a )  da 

(9) 

which is an analytical J- Vsolution  in normalized closed form. 
The first term in the  bracket describes the thermionic-field- 
emission component  through  the space-charge potential (TFE 
in the following  derivations), the second denotes  thermionic 
field emission through  the  grain-boundary scattering potential, 
TFES, and  the  third is the  thermionic-emission  component 
TE. If (Vb, f V G ~ )  << 2 kT/q, and  by using 

p ( 0 )  = ni exp ?I2kkEF .) 
where p ( 0 )  is the carrier concentration  at  the  center  of  the 
grain [4]  and ni is the intrinsic  carrier concentration,  the fol- 
lowing  linear J- V expression is obtained 

(1 1) 

Over this linear  range, the space-charge  barrier  resistivity PB = 
VB/(2WJ)  and PGB = V,B/(SJ). Total resistivity p (including 
p B ,  p G B ,  and  the  crystallite bulk  resistivity pc which is equal 
to s,ingle-crystal resistivity) is [4] 

Substituting (1 1) into (12) results  in 

(27rm *kT)llz 
P =  I,q2p(0) 

which is a general  expression for polysilicon  resistivity from 
which  the effective mobility  of polysilicon y,ff can be calcu- 
lated [( 15)  and (16) in the paper  by Lu et al. [4] ] . To calculate 

p and peff, the  quantities W, VB,  E F ~ ,  p (O) ,  and  the average 
carrier concentration j? [ 3 ] ,  [4] are required for N < N *  and 
N Z  N * ,  where N* is a critical  doping concentration below 
which  the grains are totally  depleted;  otherwise,  they are only 
partially depleted  [4] , [7].  These quantities are derived in 
detail and  the  temperature  effects  on  the intrinsic carrier con- 
centration ni and  band gap of crystallites are included [4]. 
The  acceptor  impurity level within  the  forbidden  band gap for 
boron is EA = -0.08 + 4.3 X N1I3 [%8]. 

To interpret  the I- V measurements  and small-signal resistivity 
in  polysilicon  films under  different  experimental  conditions,  it 
is necessary to  know  how  such parameters as N ,  T ,  x, and 6 
affect  majority-carrier  transport across the barriers.  These 
important analyses will be  done  in  Appendix I. 

It is found  that TE dominates at  high temperatures,  where 
x and VB are  key  factors  that  impede carrier transport;  at  low 
temperatures, TFE is more  important  and 6 and VB becomes 
the  determinant  parameters.  Although no simple and exact 
form was found  to  correlate TFE t TFES + TE with conven- 

,tionally used T E [ = f .  exp ( -qVB/nkT)] ,  a semiquantitative 
relationship between  them can  be approximated,  that is 

TOTAL TFE t TFES + TE 

= exp ( - ~ ' / ~ 8 ~ / ' )  exp ( -qVB/nkT) (1 4) 

where q Z 1  and X > 1,  both  of which  are functions of temper- 
ature  and doping concentration,  and x is in volts and 6 is in 
angstroms.  Card and  Rhoderick [18] simplified their  studies 
of  the  interface  effects in silicon Schottky  diodes, based on 
r)  = 2 and X = 1 ; however, from  the analysis in  Appendix I, this 
is valid only  at high temperatures  and very large x. Equation 
(14)  provides a simple and semiquantita.tive basis for  a  com- 
parison between  experimental  data  and  theory by  adjusting x 
and 6. 

111. EXPERIMENT 
A .  Sample Preparation  and Measurements 

Because the details of sample preparation  are similar to those 
in  the paper by Lu et  al. [4],  they are only briefly  described 
in  this section.  Ring-and-dot resistors,  rectangular  resistors, 
four-point-probe  pads,  and Van der Pauw structures were used 
for measuring  resistivity, mobility,  and carrier concentration. 
Undoped 1 .O-pm polysilicon  films were deposited on an oxide 
layer  in an atmospheric-pressure CVD epitaxial  reactor  in an 
H 2  ambient pyrolysis of silane at  1050°C.  A 500-8 (instead 
of 2000 a [4]) layer of SiOz was used as a  cap  for annealing 
at  1100°C  after  boron  implantation and as a mask for polysili- 
con  etching  after annealing, if necessary for  patterning. Highly 
doped regions to ensure ohmic  contacts were formed  either by 
implantation  to avoid wide lateral diffusion or  by  boron  diffu- 
sion to make  the polysilicon resistors compatible  with  the 
bipolar process [ 2 7 ] .  Processing was characterized  by the 
a-step  for measuring polysilicon and  oxide  thickness, spreading 
resistance, and SIMS for checking the  dopant-distribution 
uniformity, scanning electron  microscopy (SEM) for examining 
surface topology,  and dark-field  transmission electron  micro- 
scopy (TEM) for measuring grain size and  distribution.  The 
results were consistent with those  obtained in [4]. 
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Fig. 3. Measured and  theoretical resistivities normalized at 144°C versus 
temperature  at  different  doping  concentrations. 

Electrical measurements included the I- V characteristics, 
resistivity, and Hall voltage. The temperature ranged from 
144" to - 185"C,  which is a near-liquid nitrogen  temperature 
for  the I-V and resistivity measurements. The samples were 
bonded  and exposed inside a temperature-controlled own 
with  an accuracy of kO.5"C. Data taken  after each tempera- 
ture was held constant  for  at least 1  h ensured thermal equilib- 
rium between  the devices and ambient.  The same Hall setup 
as in Lu's research [4] was used, except  for a modified sample 
holder whose temperature can be changed from-  150" to90"1::. 
The  limitation of this  setup was that  the  measurement accuracy 
degraded  below acceptable levels when mobility was 1ow:r 
than  approximately 5 cm2  /V s. 

B. Results 
Measured resistivity data normalized at 144°C versus l / k T  

(eV-') are plotted in Fig. 3 for various N .  Above room ter-1- 
perature,  a nearly  linear  relationship was observed,  however, 
when the  temperature was lowered,  the curves became no::[- 
linear. There is no single activation  energy for resistivity [4 ] 
over the  entire  temperature range, which  indicates that, 111 

addition  to  thermionic emission, other  transport proces;sl:s 
exist  at  low temperatures. Although VB is an implicit fun:- 
tion of temperature, it is not  strong enough to fully account 
for this  observation. 

Measured I-V data  with  a logarithmic current axis  are plotted 
in  Fig. 4 for  rectangular  resistors with a geometrical length 
down  to 5 pm (effective  length =3 pm)  and at  room temper a -  
ture  and, in Fig. 5 ,  for a 60-pm resistor at - 175  to 144"rb:. 
Most of these curves have a hyperbolic-sine  behavior,  which 
will be discussed in  Sections  IV and V. 

Fig. 6  plots  the  ratio of active carrier concentration j? (mea- 
sured  by Hall effects) to doping concentration versus l / k T  i . t  

N = 3 X 10" and  1 X 10'' ~ m - ~ .  The active  carrier  concell- 
tration  drops  at  low  temperature in samples with  a doping 
concentration  of 3 X 10" ~ m - ~ ,  but remains  nearly constart 
at N =  1 X lo" ~ m - ~ .  In boron-doped single-crystal silicotl 
at room  temperature,  the sample  degenerates  at 6.5 X 10" 
cm-3 [4],  [28] ; this also occurs  in boron-doped polysilicorl. 
In Fig. 7,  the measured  active  carrier concentration verst.:: 

10-2 
(6)5+ 

( 6 )  I : 2 . 5 0  x 10-4r inh V /3  5 

2 0  40 60 80 
V ( v 0 1 t J  

J 
1c 10 

Fig. 4. Measured and theoretical I- V characteristics of polysilicon resis- 
tors  with  lengths from 80 to 5 pm and  at  room  temperature. 

-THEORY 1 
v (vo l t )  

Fig. 5. Measured and theoretical I -V  behavior  at  temperatures ranging 
from 144 to -175°C. Resistor  length = 60 pm. 

doping concentration is shown, where  degeneracy again takes 
place between 5 X 10l8 and 1 X IOl9 ~ m - ~ .  A more  accurate 
comparison should  include the detailed study  on energy-band 
distortion by heavy doping effects  [37]. 

Experimental  hole mobility measured from  the Hall effect 
is plotted in Fig. 8 as a  function  of l / kTa t  three doping con- 
centrations.  The sample  data cannot be completed when N = 
8.92 X IO" cm-3 at low temperatures because of inaccuracy 
in the Hall setup. Measured mobility is nearly constant in 
degenerate samples and  no single activation energy appears to 
exist in nondegenerate films over the  entire  temperature range. 
Because mobility excludes the  temperature effect of ionized 
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Fig. 6.  Measured  and theoretical  ratios of active  carrier concentration 
to doping  concentration versus temperature  at  two  doping levels. 
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Fig. 7. Measured  and  calculated  active  carrier concentrations versus 
doping  concentration  at room temperature.  The  ionized  dopant 
concentrations  with  and  without considering the  impurity level are 
also plotted. 
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Fig. 8 .  Measured  and  calculated hole  mobilities versus temperature  at 
three  doping  concentrations. 
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Fig. 9. The values of x and 6 used to  match  the resistivities  in  Fig. 3 
versus  temperature. 

dopants in contrast  to resistivity, it is another  indication  of  the 
existence of other  important  transport processes at low tem- 
perature, in addition  to  thermionic emission. 

I v .  COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS 
To compare  theory to  the  experimental results, it is neces- 

sary to  determine m*, E, n i ,  Eg,  the impurity-level energy E A ,  
L ,  QT, and eT.  The values of single-crystal silicon were used 
for  the first five parameters [4] , [ 1 6 ] ,  [29] , and similar pro- 
cedures were followed to  obtain  the last  three from  the experi- 
mental  data  taken above room  temperature [ 4 ] .  (QT = 1.9 X 
l o f 2  cm-2, eT sz -0.39 eV, I, = 1220 A). This  isvalid  because, 
above room  temperature, TFE is  less than 5 percent of TOTAL 
(Fig. 16) and, based on  the TFES and TE (components, ~ ' / ~ 6 ~ / '  
(equivalent to  the f factor) has little  temperature sensitivity. 

A .  Small-Signal Resistivity 
Both  theoretical and experimental results for resistivity 

versus l / k T  from - 176 to 144°C and  at  different doping con- 
centrations were plotted in Fig. 3. From N ,  Q T ,  e T ,  and L ,  
V, was calculated [4] and  compared to  the measured  activa- 
tion energy of p versus l / k T  above room  temperature,  and  the 
results  were satisfactory.  The plots of x and 6 versus tempera- 
ture in Fig. 9 were used to fit  the  data. 

When the  temperature is reduced,  the values of x and 6 ,  
whose products represent  scattering strength [ 1 4 ] ,  drop be- 
cause there  must be less phonon scattering in the grain bound- 
ary.  This  observation is strongly supported  both experimentally 
and theoretically in studies of mobility versus temperature in 
GaAs, Si, and  Ge from - 173" to 227°C [30] and  in polar crys- 
tal semiconductors [31] ; it is also supported  theoretically  in 
studies of electron-optical  phonon scattering  in the semicon- 
ductor-metal-semiconductor structures [ 3 2 ] .  In Fig. 1 ,  the 
theoretical results based on  only  thermionic emission [ 3 ] ,   [ 4 ]  
are in  agreement with  the  experimental  data above room  tem- 
perature,  but  they deviate  below it ;  in the earlier model that 
includes both  the TE and TFE components [ 1 2 ] ,  normalized 
resistivity is too low  at high temperatures  but  it improves at 
reduced temperature, where f =  0.060 and. y1 = 1 .  Very close 
agreement with  the measured data has  been achieved based 
on  the  model developed  in this  work, however, an  exact fit 
of  the  data  by adjusting x and 6 should not be overemphasized. 
Of importance is that  the  functional  form  of p/p144OC versus 
l / k T  based on  this  work agrees with  the  experimental  data 
(the curve bends  downward) as long as x and 6 decrease at 
low  temperatures. This tendency  cannot be achieved in  the 
earlier  models and is an  indication  of  the applicability of  this 
conduction  model. 
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Fig. 10. Measured and theoretical resistivities versus  doping eoncentra- 
tion  of polysilicon films at different  temperatures. 

Fig. 10 plots  the  theoretical and experimental resistivities 
versus doping concentration  of polysilicon with  a grain size 
of 1220 A at  the  three  temperatures. Based on the values c f 
x and fi in Fig. 9, the  theoretical results obtained by t h ~ s  
conduction model are in better agreement with experimem.s 
at low  temperature  than are those  obtained by the earlicr 
models.  Above room  temperature,  they also demonstrate  the 
same agreement as achieved by the  model using the  thermionic 
emission that  must  include, however, the numerical factors 
f a n d n  [31,  [41. 

B. Active Carrier Concentration 
The calculated  percentage of active  carrier concentration to 

doping concentration versus l / k T  was plotted in Fig. 6. T-.e 
agreement  with  measured values proves the  existence  of in  
impurity level and verifies the  assumption  of  a single-crys.:al 
silicon energy band inside the crystallites.  This  indicates t h t  
the energy band of the crystallites is only slightly perturbed in 
contrast  to  the  proposed  potential-fluctuation  model [ 3 3 ] ,  

Other evidence can be obtained  by  plotting  the theoret,i;al 
average carrier concentration versus doping concentration to 
compare  to  the  experimental  data in Fig. 7. The partial  ioniza- 
tion of dopants caused by  the existence of an impurity level is 
important at high doping levels and low temperatures. ]:or 
example, in Fig. 6, more  than 50 percent of the  dopantsisere 
frozen  at - 150°C and, in Fig. 7,  approximately 16 percent mere 
unionized  at a doping concentration of 1 X 10l8 cm-3 3ut 
less than 10 percent of the carriers  were trapped  at  room 
temperature. 

C. Hole  Mobility 

[341. 

Fig. 8 shows that  the  functional  form of calculated mobility 
versus l / k T  agrees with  experimental  data. 

D. I- V Characteristics 
The following equation was proposed  for  correlating the 

small-signal resistance with large-biased I- V characteristics  and 
for verifying its  hyperbolic-sine behavior as predicted by theory 
[41: 

where R is the small-signal resistance, Va is the applied voltage, 
Ng is the  number of grains between  the resistor contacts, and 
t is a  fitting  factor. By measuring R at  temperature T,  ( . N g  
can be determined by fitting  the large-signal I- I/ data. Because 
Ng is proportional  to  the  length  of  the resistor, the hyperbolic- 
sine behavior can be properly scaled by scaling the device length 
(Fig. 4). Below a device geometry of 5 pm, however, it devi- 
ates slightly but  the I- V relationship still obeys  the hyperbolic- 
sine.  Ideally, { . Ng should  be constant for a specific-length 
resistor  and independent  of  temperature. When the  tempera- 
ture is varied, the hyperbolic-sine Z-V is observed over a wide 
temperature range until  below approximately -125°C. At 
lower temperatures,  the hyperbolic-sine holds  at medium or 
large bias but  not at both. In Fig. 5 ,  the  theoretical curve was 
matched to  the large-signal Z-V data at temperatures below 
- 125°C. The fitting value of { .NR (called the effective  num- 
ber of grains) increases as temperature decreases. Similar 
behavior in oxygen-rich  polysilicon was observed by  Tarng 
[8] ; no  satisfactory  quantitative calculations have been 
derived,  however, to explain this observation. It was believed 
to be the result of  non-uniform grain sizes [8].  This inade- 
quacy is being investigated [44]. 

V. DISCUSSION 
In this  section,  the validity of  the assumptions on which this 

work was based is investigated and  related to  their  limitations. 
Our use of  a single-value grain size and uniform grain bound- 

aries is obviously not possible in the real material,  although 
these  assumptions are inherently  employed  in most of  the 
existing  models of multigrain polysilicon films in  integrated 
circuits  [3] -[ 131. This first-order  approachis widely accepted 
because it is simple and efficient  in addressing the essential 
features  of polysilicon films. The  effects  of grain-size distribu- 
tion  and grain-boundary  variations are hopefully  taken  into 
account by detailed  statistical  modeling in the  future  [44].  It 
is worth to reemphasize, therefore,  that  the  importance of this 
model is to describe the  correct  parametric dependencies on 
experimental  data instead of the  absolute  fitting. 

Many possible energy distributions of the  trapping  states and 
their  effects to the electrical properties of polysilicon have 
been discussed (71, 1361, 1401. Although the  6-function ap- 
proximation of trapping-state density  obtains  better results 
than  continuous  distributions  [7],  it is likely that  the trapping 
states are distributed over a specific energy range. In  n-type 
polysilicon it is believed that  the grain boundary  has an elec- 
tron  trapping  center  located  between  the intrinsic  Fermi level 
and  the  conduction  band edge [3] , [ l o ] .  Recently,  there is 
an  experimental observation in favor of  a U-shaped trap dis- 
tribution  at  the grain boundary [35],   [36],  where the density 
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increases  rapidly on  both sides of intrinsic Fermi level. The 
trapping-state  density  of this work is an average value extracted 
from  thermal  properties  of polysilicon resistors and  has slight 
variations with doping concentration [3],   [4],   [38].  

The validity of  the WKB tunneling probability  approxima- 
tion has  been studied  theoretically  and  experimentally  by 
Gundlach  and  Simmons [24].  They developed a specific 
criterion to  evaluate the degree of the  approximation  with 
an  exact transmission coefficient  from  the  solution  of  the 
Schrbdinger equation. If the  product  of  the distance between 
the classical turning  points (in angstroms)  and the square root 
of  the  mean barrier  height (in volts) is greater than 4, the 
results obtained  from  the WKB approximation have the same 
exponential  forms as those  from  the  exact  solution;  they differ 
only in the  pre-exponential  factor which is a slowly varying 
function  of barrier parameters  and is normally on  the  order  of 
unity.  For  a slowly changing potential  at  the  turning  points, 
the results obtained  from  the  approximation  and  the exact 
solutions are  nearly  identical. Even for  a rectangular  barrier 
that is; expected  not t o  be valid because of  its rapid changes in 
potential,  the WKB approximation  does yield an acceptable 
result [24] ; the  maximum  error  compared  to  the  exact value 
of  the transmission  coefficient is less than  4  percent  and 
decreases  rapidly with increasing agreement with  the  criterion. 
As a  result,  the WKB approximation can be applied for  any 
barrier if the above criterion is satisfied, and this is true  for 
polysilicon  barriers over most doping  and temperature 
ranges. The  functional  form of J- V and p versus temperature, 
therefore, is little  affected by the WKB approximation.  In 
practice,  the  criterion  cannot be met  under  such  a rare condi- 
tion as; a very low  temperature  and very high or  low  doping 
concentrations (small 6 ,  x, and VB); however, at  low  tempera- 
tures  and high doping,  the resistivity of crystallites  becomes 
dominant. 

Use of the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics  instead of  the 
Fermi-Dirac function  to calculate the energy distribution  of 
carriers is valid [25] if 

ph2 << 1 
(2mz *kT)312 

where p is the carrier concentration.  The ratio p / T 3 f 2 ,  rather 
than p and T separately,  determines  the degree of carrier- 
distribution degeneracy. The Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics 
are  more  satisfactory,  therefore,  either  at  a  lower doping con- 
centration  or higher temperature.  For  example,  for a free 
electron  at  room  temperature,  they can be used if the doping 
concentration is smaller than 10'' cm-3 ; if smaller than 10'' 
~ r n - ~ ,  they are  sufficient when  the  temperature is higher than 
60  K.  The  criterion becomes more rigid when  the effective 
carrier mass is reduced. In the  boron-doped polysilicon, the 
hole effective mass is approximately  0.386 of the  free-electron 
mass. .4t N w  I X 10'' ~ r n - ~ ,  the  statistics are valid above 
144 K,  which is consistent  with  the deviation of  the I-V rela- 
tionship  from  the hyperbolic-sine  behavior  below 148 K. Al- 
though there  may  be other reasons for  the deviations, the 
degeneracy of carriers must be one source. The Maxwell- 
Boltzmann  statistics  are generally valid for polysilicon over a 

wide doping and  temperature range; however,  at very high 
doping levels or very low  temperatures,  the Fermi-Dirac func- 
tion  should be used in (7) and no simple analytical I-V solu- 
tion as in (8) exists. 

Under  some extreme  conditions,  there  may be a need  for a 
more  accurate  solution  than  those  obtained by the WKB ap- 
proximation  and Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. For  example, 
at very low temperatures  and  with very light or heavy doping, 
the  exact transmission probability  for  the rectangular  barrier 
and  the Fermi-Dirac function can both  be used if VB <<x. 
Instead of T ( E )  in  (4), the  exact  form of the transmission 
probability [21],  [22],  [24]  then becomes 

or 

where /3 = 4r@/h,  and  (16b) yields the transmission  coef- 
ficient  by  taking into  account  the  quantum mechanical reflec- 
tion over the barrier  in contrast to the  coefficient used in (5c). 

In the highly doped samples, besides the inclusion of Fermi- 
Dirac statistics, the energy-band distortion  such as energy-gap 
narrowing, formation  of  an  iinpurity  band,  and  the disap- 
pearance of  impurity  ionization energy is also important [37]. 
Our work used a relationship of impurity-energy level with 
doping concentration based on  [28], i.e., EA = -0.08 t 4.3 X 

N 1 / 3  [4],  The band-gap  narrowing  effect [16],   [37],  is 
not included for simplicity.  This simple treatment enhances 
the  understanding of properties of heavily doped polysilicon; 
however,  the detailed characterization requires further work to 
include more  accurate  band-distortion  effects  [37]. 

The measured  sinh I-V characteristic  indicates that  sym- 
metrical division of the applied voltage on  both sides of the 
barriers is appropriate  under small and  medium biases. Some 
modifications are required, however, for large bias. For ex- 
ample, because of  the relative shift  of  the valence band and  the 
barrier asymmetry caused by very large bias, the transmission 
probability  and  integration  limits in (6) are different  from 
those  under  zero, small, or medium bias. This  may  be one of 
the reasons for the existence of  the  f-factor  [18],  [38]. At 
the same time,  the  distribution  of  the quasi-Fermi level across 
the grain boundary becomes important as observed by Pike 
and Seager [39], [40] in their bicrystals of bulk-polysilicon 
ingot. The prevalence of  the  sinh I-V relationship under 
medium to large bias in the CVD multigrain polysilicon layers 
in [S] and [9] and in this  work, however, ldiffers somewhat 
from  the quasi-saturated  I-V regime observed in polysilicon 
ingot  samples [39],  [40]. This different behavior deserves 
further  study. 

Representing the scattering effects  of grain boundaries by 
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rectangular potential barriers is reasonable for polycrystallirw 
metal films;  in similar work [41],  a  model was proposed fo.  
electrical resistivity resulting from  point-defect scattering and 
dislocation scattering  represented by  6-function  potentials. 
For polysilicon, the grain boundary  must be filled with  defects, 
impurities,  or  amorphous materials, around which the  potential 
barrier must exist  microscopically and cause scattering on th.: 
carrier transport. These accumulated  effects are  represente 3. 
macroscopically by  a rectangular potential barrier whoac: 
sources  can  be  catagorized as phonon  scattering,  impurity 
scattering,  and scattering  resulting from  potential  fluctuation';, 
and  the  product  of  its height and  width is a  measure  of thr: 
scattering strength.  The  product x 6 decreases with  lowerirg 
temperature;  the lower the  temperature,  the  more drastically 
it is reduced. This observation is supported  by calculating tk 8s 
number  of  phonons;  when  the  temperature is low, this numhx 
is proportional to T 3  and, at high temperature, it is propcr- 
tional to T .  In the disordered  grain-boundary  material wi, n 
defects, dangling bonds,  impurities,  or  distorted  lattice  that 
cause potential  fluctuations,  the  temperature  influence l;m 
scatterings is dominated by phonon scattering.  This tendency 
is in  qualitative  agreement with  the observations,  and h e  
studies  of  mobility versus temperature in GaAs, Si, Ge, polar 
semiconductors,  and semiconductor-metal-semiconductors are 
also in  agreement. Another  approach  to  the existence of t:ie 
grain-boundary rectangular potential is to consider it as the 
edge of the energy band gap of  the  grain-boundary  material 
[ 131 . The  utility  of  this  concept,  however, is not clear beca.tlse 
this  material cannot be  crystalline but must  be  disordered a d ,  
in turn,  the energy band gap would not be  a  determinant , ' x  

carrier transport.  It may be more reasonable to consider trlis 
rectangular potential as a  mobility gas of  the noncrystall :ne 
grain-boundary material [15].  The  mobility gap of noncrys- 
talline semiconductors has  been  extensively studied;  howeler, 
its  temperature  effects  are  not  exactly  understood 1421. 

From  the  depletion  approximation,  the  theoretical V,  is 
in  agreement  with those  obtained  by measuring the activat Ion 
energy of p versus l / k T  above room temperature  [4]. '"he 
distribution of free carriers in the space-charge region should 
be included at N near N*,  especially for very large grains. At 
very high N ,  V' is small and its  effect  becomes less domir~;~.nt 
compared  to  that in the crystallite  bulk. 

VI. SUMMARY 
This work  introduced a quantitative  model to describe the 

electrical properties  of  a semiconductor-grain-boundary- 
semiconductor barrier  in polysilicon films over a wide t :m- 
perature range. It verified the applicability of  a single-crystal 
band diagram for the crystallite  within  which an impurity 1,:vel 
exists. It also described a new analytical approach  to Ihe 
study  of  the grain-boundary  effect on carrier transport  urder 
different  experimental  conditions by studying  the behavior of 
grain-boundary potential-barrier height x and width 6 .  The 
electrical properties resulting from  the  traps in the grain bollnd- 
ary (such as Q T ,  eT ,  V,, W ,  EFO, and p ( 0 ) )  have been stuflied 
theoretically and  experimentally [4] and were used in :his 
work, however, carrier transport based on  thermionic emiss,ion 
only  [4] was extended  to include both  thermionic  and  therm- 
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Fig. 11. Calculated room-temperature TFE + TFES + TE versus doping 
concentration  at 6 = 30 A and  with variable x. 

ionic-field-emission processes. By characterizing the experi- 
mental  data  from a combination  of these trapping  effects  and 
conduction processes, the electrical properties of polysilicon 
films with grain sizes  of  less than 1 pm, doping levels up  to 
8 X 1 01' , and  measurement  temperatures  from - 176" to 
144°C can be better  understood. 

APPENDIX I 
Since the  effects  of x and 6 on  current  density are  shown in 

(9)  only in terms  of TFE,  TFES, and TE, the following analysis 
is focused on these three  components whose sum is designated 
as TOTAL. The  other  factor affecting current density is p(O), 
which is a  function of doping concentration  [4].  The material 
parameters Qr = 1.9 X 10l2  cm-2, eT x -0.39 eV, L = 1220 A 
are used. 

A. TOTAL versus N with x or 6 as Variable 
In Fig. 11, TOTAL is plotted as a  function  of doping con- 

centration at room  temperature; 6 = 30 A ,  and x is variable. 
The curves are similar but  inverted compared  to  those  of V, 
versus N [Fig. 10(b), [4 ] ] .  Near the critical  doping concen- 
tration N * ,  the high potential barrier impedes carrier transport 
which, in turn, results in  less current. It is important  to  note 
that, as x increases, the curve almost  maintains its shape but 
shifts slightly downward.  The  reduction  of  TOTAL caused by 
a change in x is a weak function of doping concentration  but 
is a  strong  function of x, especially at  its large values. Similarly, 
the change in TOTAL as a result of a variation in x has little 
dependence  on N ,  but is a  strong  function of 6 [27]. This 
simplifies the investigation of  the impact of x and 6 on current 
transport at  different temperatures because their effect  at a 
specified  doping concentration is a good  representative of 
those under  different  doping conditions. To simplify this 
analysis, therefore,  the doping concentration was chosen near 
5 X 1017 to  1 X 1 O I 8  for a grain size of  1220 A,  so that 
V, is less sensitive to  temperature [Fig. 10(b), [4] ] and resis- 
tivity is much higher than  that of single-crystal  silicon. 
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Fig. 112. Calculated TFE + TFES + TE versus 6 ,  with x as the variable 
parameter at two temperatures. 

B. TOTAL versus 6 with Changing x a t  Different 
Temperatures 

TOTAL versus 6 is plotted in Fig. 12,  with x = 0 t o  0.5 V. 
It can be seen that,  at  room  temperature,  TOTAL decreases 
linearly with increasing 6 on  a semilogarithmic scale; some 
curvature appears  at intermediate values of x, however,  be- 
cause TFE,  TFES, and TE have different  dependences  on 6 .  
It  should  be noted  that,  with  the same change of x, the larger 
6 produces greater  changes  in TOTAL;  that is, with  a wider 
grain boundary,  TOTAL becomes more sensitive to variations 
of x. At 6 = 0, the effect of x vanishes, and  the results  are 
equivalent to  those  obtained  [12]. When the  temperature is 
lowered to 148 K,  TFE and TFES are  more  important  and 
result  in a logarithmic reduction  of  TOTAL versus 6. At the 
same x, TOTAL is smaller at low temperature  than high 
temperature. 

C TPE, TFES, or TE versus N with  Different x or 6 
Since it is important  to  understand  the  interrelationship of 

TFE,  TFES, and TE at  different values of x, 6, T ,  and N ,  these 
components a.re calculated in Fig. 13 as a  function  of doping 
concentration  at T = 298 K, 6 = 30 A, and x = 0.1 to 0.5 V 
(TE at x = 0.5 V is too small to be  shown). All three  compo- 
nents are sensitive to doping concentrations  and are influenced 
by V&. The  differential  amount  of  each  with increasing x, 
however, is less sensitive to N which  ensures the similar be- 
havior of  TOTAL versus N in (a). The results are similar when 
x and 6 are  interchanged.  The TE component  isindependent 
of 6 and remains the same. 

D. TFE,  TFES, or TE versus 6 with Changing x at 
Dij'ferent Temperatures 

Since the differential amount  of TFE,  TFES, or TE has 
little  dependence  on N ,  these  three  components versus 6 are 
plotted in Fig. 14 at a doping concentration  of  8.92 X loi7 
cm-3 and  at  room  temperature,  with x varied from 0.02 to 
0.05 V.  The TE component is very sensitive to x and  can  be 

Fig. 13. 

10 
-10 

1015 tois lot7 1 0 ' ~  l o f9  iozo 
OOPING CONCENTRATION ( ~ m - ~ )  

Calculated room-temperature TFE,  TFES, or TE versus doping 
concentration  and  with variable x. 

reduced by eight decades when x changes from  0.02 to O S  V. 
The straight  lines in the figure indicate  that TFES and TFE 
decrease with 6 .  Owing to  the fact that  the TFE,  TFES, and 
TE dependences on x differ,  their  intersections  are varied 
which implies that,  with different x, their  dominant role  in 
TOTAL is interchanged at different 6. TE has no  dependence 
on 6 and, as a result, its  intersections  with TFE and TE deter- 
mine  the cross-points of  the curves. 

E. TFE,  TFES, or TE versus x with Various 6 at 
Different Temperatures 

Fig. 15  plots TFE,  TFES, or TE versus x, with variable 6 at 
two  temperatures.  Here, TE is independent of 6 and  exponen- 
tially decreases with increasing x; however, TFE and TFES are 
also reduced but with different  functions. As in D, with varia- 
tions in 6 ,  each  component shows its  dominancy at  different 
x. At low  temperatures, TFE and TFES are more  important 
than TE. 

F. Ratio of TFE,  TFES, or TE to TOTAL versus N a t  
Different Temperatures 

Fig. 16 plots  the  ratio of TFE, TFES, or TE to  TOTALversus 
N at different  temperatures;  the values of x and 6 are based on 
the results obtained in Section IV. At  room temperature,  the 
importance  of carrier transport is on  the  order  of TE,  TFES, 
and TFE; when lowered to  148 K, however, the TE compo- 
nent becomes the least significant. When the space-charge 
barrier potential V, is raised with  a doping concentration 
approaching N" ,  the  TFElTOTAL  ratio increases but  the 
TFESITOTAL and  TEITOTAL  ratios  decrease.  There  are 
two reasons for  this behavior. The first is that  there are 
more carriers with energies smaller than V, as V, increases, 
and these  carriers must pass through  the barriers via the 
TFE mode;  the second is that TE has  the functional form of 
exp ( -4  VBIkT) and TFE of exp (- I s - %  dx)  and,  there- 
fore, TE reduces much  faster  than TFE with a rise in V,. 
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Fig. 14. Calculated room-temperature TFE, TFES, or TE 
different x. 

versus 6 at Fig. 16. 

DOPING  CONCENTRATION (cm-3) 

Calculated ratio of TFE, TFES, or TE t o  TOTAL versus doping 
concentration  at  two  temperatures. 

8 16 24 32 

Fig. 15. Calculated TFE, TFES, or TE versus x and  with variable 6 dt S A  

two  temperatures. Fig. 17. Calculated TFE + TFES + TE versus x or 6 at  two temperatures. 

G. Importance of x and 6 to  TOTAL a t  Different carriers that must pass through  the barriers via the TFE and 
Temperatures TFES modes are less thermally  excited,  and 6 and V, play a 

tures. At 417 K, the solid lines indicate that  TOTAL is more 
dependent on the change of x than  on  the variation of 6; at 
lower temperatures, however, it is more sensitive to S thar x. [ 11 L. L. Kazmerski, Ed. Polycrystalline and Amorphous  Thin Films 

and Devices, New York: Academic Press, 1980. 

influences the TFE and TFES values but  not  the TE com;)o- 
nent  and x affects all three, particularly TE and TFES. Because, 

"Polycrystalline-silicon  and  refractory-silicide  films for integrated 
circuits," Continuing  Education  in Engineering,  University Exten- 

at high temperatures,  more carriers  are  thermally  excited to sion  and the College of Engineering,  University of California, 

pass Over the barriers via the TE and TFES modes, x and, -"B [ 3 ]  J.Y.W. Seto, "The  electrical properties  of  polycrystalline silicon 
Berkeley, Apr. 1980. 

are determinant  for carrier transport. At low  temperatures, films,"J. Appl.  Phys., vol. 46,  pp.  5247-5254,  1975. 

In Fig. 17, TOTAL is plotted versus x or 6 at  two  tempera- more important in carrier flow' 
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